The Digital Realty Internet Exchange (DRIX), is a neutral, privately-owned Internet exchange, providing a high performance Internet peering platform that allows Carriers, ISPs, Content Providers, Gaming Providers and Enterprises to quickly and easily exchange IP traffic.

**Benefits**
- **Simplified connectivity** — Access to multiple peers over one physical port
- **Improved performance** — Local connection to your traffic destinations
- **Redundant connection to IP transit** — Alternate paths for network resiliency
- **Reduced IP Transit costs** — Low, flat monthly fee
- **One stop solution** — maintain control over the sales and billing relationship with your customers
- **Ease of management** — with your Digital Realty colocation footprint

**DRIX Key Features**
- **GigE, 10G and 100G ports available** — Capacity as you grow
- **LAG ports supported** — Bonded ports for further capacity flexibility
- **24/7 NOC support** — Network engineers available for speedy resolution

**Dual stack IPv4/IPv6 support** — Future-proofs your networking environment
- **Route servers** — Simple configuration management
- **Public VLAN** — Access to all peering participants
- **Customer portal** — Visibility into traffic stats, participant lists, and more
- **Rapid, flexible provisioning** — Connectivity on your schedule

**Our Differentiators**
- **Unique peers** — Peering partners that you won’t find on other exchanges
- **Member count** — More destinations to send more traffic
- **Available in high density meet-me-rooms** — More options for your connectivity needs

Connectivity from select Digital Realty facilities within the metro to the DRIX platform included at no additional charge

Digital Realty Internet Exchange helps your Internet connected business reduce operational costs, improve network performance, and add another layer of network resilience; all over a single world-class exchange platform. Digital Realty allows participants to establish a presence on DRIX quickly, easily and at a competitive price. This is an extension of the underlying Digital Realty strength in connecting diverse networks and leverages our strong history of supporting IP exchanges located in Digital Realty facilities.
Digital Realty brings companies and data together by delivering the full spectrum of data center, colocation and interconnection solutions. PlatformDIGITAL®, the company’s global data center platform, provides customers with a secure data meeting place and a proven Pervasive Datacenter Architecture (PDx®) solution methodology for powering innovation and efficiently managing Data Gravity challenges. Digital Realty gives its customers access to the connected data communities that matter to them with a global data center footprint of 300+ facilities in 50+ metros across 28 countries on six continents.

To learn more about Digital Realty, please visit digitalrealty.com or follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.  

Sales  
Phone: +1 877 378 3282  
Email: sales@digitalrealty.com  

*Select buildings can access DRIX in these metros via network extension. Additional connectivity services may be required.
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